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The length of the separation bubble at turbulent sh~ck-boundary layer 
interaction at curved wans 

J. ZIEREP (KARLSRUHE) 

IN THE FOLLOWING the problem of turbulent shock-boundary layer interaction at curved 
walls is treated. For the incipient separation the resultS of an analytical theory [1] are used. 
The length of the separation is determined with the help of gasdynamic similarity considera
tions. 

Przedyskutowano zagadnienie oddzialywania fali uderzeniowej z warstw~ przy5cienn~ w pobli
i:u zaki'zywionej Scianki. W procesie powsiajatcego rozdzialu wykorzystano wyniki teorii ana
litycznej [1]. Dlugosc J)C(Cherzyka rozdzialu okre81ono za pom<Jal rozwai:aD dotyezatcych podo
bienstwa 8azo-dynamicznego. 

06cy~eHa npo6JieMa ~38HMo~eHCTBH.JI y,ttapHOH BOJIHbl C norpaHHtlllbiM CJioeM B6JIH3H HCI<pH
BJieHHOH CTeHI<H. B npo~ecce B03HHJ<a10~ero paa,ttena HcnOJIL30BaHbi peaym.TaTbi ma.JIIITii
l.leCJ<oii TeOpHH [1]. ,I:Vnma ny3&IpJ>Ka paa,ttena onpe,tteJieHa npH noMo~ pac~eHHii, Ka
caroll'(HXC.JI ra30,tlHHaMHl.leCJ<oro no.z:to6HR. 

1. Introduction 

IN mE CASE of shock-boundary layer interaction at curved walls, separation with follow
ing reattachment is often observed (Fig. I). Of special interest for various applications 
is the length of the separation bubble and its dependency on the dimensionless parameters 
of the problem. In the following we use the separation criterion derived from an analyti
cal treatment of the problem for turbulent boundary layers [1, 2]. Some conclusions for 
separation bubbles are deduced. Subsequently a simple description of the length of the 
separation bubble is given by using similarity laws. 

Shock 

FIG. 1. Sketch of the shock-boundary layer interaction at a curved wall with separation. 
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2. Results of the analytical treatment of the shock-boundary layer interaction (separation 
criterion) 

In the following the model used and the most important results are discussed. In Fig. 2 
a sketch of the flow field and a survey of the assumptions is given. The turbulent boundary 
layer at a curved wall (Fig. 2, left) is disturbed by a weak normal shock (Fig. 2, middle). 
With a three-layer model I, 11, Ill (Fi-g. 2, right) - as introduced by Lighthill - solutions 
in closed form are obtained for pressure and velocity in the boundary layer. Of special 
interest is the separation criterion (Fig. 3) that relates the most important dimensionless 
parameters of the problem: 

R/ lJ - curvature parameter of the wall, 
Re, = Reynolds-number, 
M,= Mach-number. 

For a given parameter of the wall curvature RflJ, that combination of the Mach
number (M,) and Reynolds-number (Re,) can be found which leads to separation. Depend-

Shock 

I tranuonic, non viscous eqs. 

FIG. 2. Three layer model for calculation of shock-boundary layer interaction. 
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FIG. 3. Diagram for incipient separation. Mach-number as function of Reynolds-number that leads to 
separation. Influence of wall curvature. <X is the forn:-parameter of the undisturbed boundary layer profile. 
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ing upon whether post-shock expansion is considered (-- -) or not (---), different 
curves are obtained. Beneath the solid curve there is no separation at all. Above the broken 
lines, corresponding to the different wall curvatures, the flow must separate. Of interest 
is the discussion of the variation · of only one parameter. Increasing wall curvature (M, 
and Re, constant) diminishes the tendency towards separation. This is due to the increase 
of the . post-shock expansiqn in this case. ~y increasing M, (R/ <5 and Re, constant), on 
the contrary, the tendency to separation rises. This is evident because the pressure rise 
in the shock increases. Lifting of Re, (M, and R/ <5 constant) diminishes the tendency 
towards separation. In this case the undisturbed velocity profile in the boundary layer 
becomes more rectangular and therefore allows a larger . pressure rise. 
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FIG. 4. Comparison between theory and experiment for incipient separation. 

Figure 4 gives a comparison between theory and experiment for the incipient separa .. 
tion [3]. The filled symbols (A, e) beiong to those measurements, where separation 
was definit~ly observed. The open symbols (6, 0), however, mark those measurements, 
where at the same Reynolds-number and wall curvature no separation was visible. The 
lines (---) give the result of the theory for incipient separation at the same parameters 
Re6 and Rj.<5. For all cases the result of the theory lies between the two limits given by the 
experiment. More cannot be expected! It should be realized, on the one hand, how dif
ficult it is to ascertain separation in the experiment. On the other hand the many assump
tions introduced; for the theoretical consideration may not be forgotten. 

3. Consequences for flows with separation bubbles 

The shock-boundary layer interaction with separation bubble is sketched in Fig. 5 
(top). The radius of curvature of the wall is Rw and the radius of the separation bubble 
is RB. From the separation diagram Fig. 3, given in Fig. 5 (bottom) with the corresponding 
notations, some conclusions can be drawn. To do tliis imagine the bubble as part of the 
wall. For sure it is R8 < Rw, and the curve belonging to R8 /<5 lies above that for Rwfd. 
The corresponding starting values of the shock-boundary layer problem (M,

1
, Re6) are 
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between the two curves given by the parameters Rw/~ and RBI~. This is very easy to 
understand. Since the fluid separates, the starting point (M«J

1
, Re«J) must lie above the curve 

given by Rw I~ and while the fluid reattaches downstream, the starting point must lie below 
the curve corresponding to RBI ~. This consideration contributes to the understanding 
of the separating flow, but it says nothing about the magnitude of RB. On the contrary, 
RB is assumed. 

Separation 

No separation 
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61 
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F10. 5. Shock-boundary layer interaction with separation bubble. Discussion with help of the . separation 
diagram. 

In order to get some information about the extension of the region of •separation, 
e.g. the length I of the separation bubble, similarity considerations are applied. Evidently 
there are four parameters involved in this problem, Fig. 5 (top): 

~ Rw 
T' T' Re«J, M«J. 

Physical considerations lead to a dependency of the form 

(3.1) 

The problem is to determine the function f. Here it is important to note that separation 
with reattachment is by no means a local problem. The bubble influences globally the 
whole flow field, especially the outer inviscid flow. For global similarity considerations, 
the streamline analogy is applied; The elements of gasdynamics lead with the thickness 
parameter ~I I and the Mach-number M«J to the relation 

~ 
(3.2) T y' Ml-1 = const. 
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In this, I is the length of the separation bubble and therefore it is the characteristic length
scale in flow direction. 

If we further introduce a formallengthscale lx (e.g. 1 cm) we get from Eq. (3.2) 

(3.3) 
l t5 .. ;--

- ~ -., M$-1. 
lx lx 

Equation (3.3) expresses the length of the bubble by the boundary layer thickness 
t5flx and the Mach-number M~. The Reynolds-number determines the boundary layer 
thickness; the wall curvature is introduced by the form parameter of the velocity profile. 
If we assume the 1/7-power-law, we get 

(3.4) 

Equation (3.3) leads to the simple expression 

(3 .. 5) 
y'MJ-1 

7; ~ Rej/4 

One realizes immediately that the Mach-number and Reynolds-number have a different 
influence on the length of the bubble. Increasing Re~ diminishes /, increasing M~ enlarges /. 
This coincides completely with the conclusions drawn from the separation criterion in 
Chapter 2. Kom [5] has collected all relevant measure~ents. They all confirm the strong 
Reynolds-number dependence of /. The length of the separation bubble seems to be very 
sensitive to yariations of parameters. More carefully done measurements are required 
to check the above given formulas. It is doubtless that the influence of the channel walls 
will be of considerable importance in this case. 
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